Using Surveyor
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What is Surveyor?
Surveyor is an easy-to-use and quick way to create web surveys and
questionnaires. It is available to University staff to use for surveys and
questionnaires to support the University’s business activities.
Surveyor is ideal for getting detailed feedback, for market research, for simple to
complex questionnaires and for general surveys/polls.
Surveyor is not suitable for creating general forms for submitting information,
nor can our current version of Surveyor email questionnaire results to a
designated email recipient. The University website templates system has a form
builder in which simple email forms can be constructed for these purposes.

How do I get access to Surveyor?
Surveyor is a web-based application, which means nothing needs to be installed
on your PC for you to use it – you simply go to Surveyor’s web address, log in
(using a special Surveyor login that must be supplied to you by IT Services) and
edit surveys online. All you need is Internet Explorer 5 or above (which is
available on most University staff PCs).
A Surveyor user account is set up for each survey administrator, and you need to
informally discuss your requirements with IT Services before you are granted
access to a Surveyor account.
People who fill in your surveys or questionnaires simply visit the web address of
the survey/questionnaire, and begin answering the questions online – they don’t
need to log in to answer your questions.

Preparing to use Surveyor
Surveyor has a fixed range of question types with uniform behaviour. There is,
however, a certain amount of flexibility within the setup for each question type.
It is important when recreating an existing paper-based questionnaire in Surveyor
that you spend time identifying which of your questions map to which question
types offered by Surveyor – where paper-based questionnaires afford much
flexibility in layout and question function, you may find you need to redesign
some questions around the types that are possible for Surveyor to create. For the
majority of questionnaires, compromise and redesign is not necessary.

Suggested workflow for creating a survey/questionnaire
The suggested workflow for creating a survey/questionnaire is as follows:
1. identify your requirements (either to recreate an existing questionnaire or
to create a new one)
2. identify the question types in your questionnaire
3. redesign any questions that Surveyor’s inbuilt types do not support
4. configure your questionnaire - avoid placing any multiple submission
restrictions on the questionnaire a this stage (you will need to test and
restrictions will hamper your efforts to test your questionnaire!)
5. input and format the finalised text for all questions before defining page
ordering and any conditional branching – you can copy and paste between
Word and Surveyor to speed up this process

6. define and finalise page ordering – always place the questions on a second
page after the introductory text at the survey/questionnaire start, as this
presents a more usable questionnaire to the end user
7. create and apply conditional branching where applicable
8. TEST!
9. adjust any formatting to assist the presentation of the questionnaire on
screen – you can use text formatting HTML tags to do this, and to
introduce white space to enhance clarity
10. TEST!
11. once satisfied with the questionnaire, configure any final restrictions you
require (e.g. preventing multiple submissions from the same computer)
12. promote the web link to the survey/questionnaire

Tips and tricks
You can format question text by including HTML text formatting tags around the
text you wish to be specially formatted (e.g. bold, or italic). – see Appendix for a
list of common tags.

Logging on to Surveyor
Go to the page at http://asp2.wlv.ac.uk/survey/
In the login box type your username and password, click the Enter button.

From the Welcome screen, click the Surveys button on the toolbar

Surveyor puts all surveys in groups. It is not possible to create a survey without
placing it in a group. You will have been given access to an existing group, and
you will automatically be transferred to the survey list within this group. Here you
can create, edit and administer surveys.

If you are editing an existing survey, select it from the list – if you are creating a
new survey, click the New survey link at the top right of the window.

First you specify general information about your survey, like title, description,
general user input fields, background colour, text colour, user/password for
editing the survey, then you add the questions to the survey.

Survey heading
This is name of the survey, and will appear at the top of every survey form. It
should be descriptive, and not too long. This text is used as text for links in the
survey list (left menu in the fig. above).

Survey introduction
This will also appear on the survey form, below the heading. Use this to give
general instructions to the persons filling out the survey form.
If you don't want to provide any information here, just leave the field blank.

Include input fields
The fields that are checked here will appear as input fields on the survey form,
before the questions begin. Note that the data collected by these input fields is
not included on the summary reports (but they are produced by the export
function). These input fields are meant for respondent identification.

You have the option of selecting one of the standard fields (name, profession
etc.), or define your own input fields. To specify your own field, you must both
click on the check-box for Extra field, and fill in the Input label: for the
field. All survey input fields can be made mandatory (they have to be filled in) by
checking the Required checkbox.

Custom validation
This feature is for advanced users only, and consists of a call to a Javascript
function, which is defined below it. The purpose is to allow specialized validation
on a respondent’s answer, eg. to validate an email address.

See the Surveyor Help system for details of this feature.

Background, width and fonts
The next dialogue box allows you to customise the appearance of the survey
screen by adding a background image (the file must be stored on the web server
in your School/Department webspace), or setting a background colour (pick from
the colours provided or input a hexadecimal code, eg. “ffffff” = white, “000000” =
black).
You can set the width of the form (pixels), choose a font for the title and body
text (verdana is recommended) and the size and colour of the font.

Stylesheet, header and footer
CSS-URL: it is optional to use a cascading stylesheet. A stylesheet will
override the font and colour settings for the survey. If one is used, it’s URL goes
in the box. A stylesheet must be stored in your School/Department webspace.
If the stylesheet's URL is incorrect, no style will be set for the survey.

Select which browsers should use the CSS. It is recommended that only IE 5.0
(or newer), Netscape Navigator 6.0 (or newer) and Opera 5 (or newer) should
use CSS. Older browser produce unpredictable results, so don’t select “other”.
Selecting "other" will cause all browsers to use the CSS. In this case you should
make sure that the stylesheet is well displayed for all browsers by testing it
before publishing your survey.
Select the header or footer you want to use for the survey. It is optional to use
headers/footers. You must create a header or footer (Headers button from the
main menu) before you can add one to your survey.

Other survey information
When the respondent has completed the survey response, the submit button is
pressed. The message that confirms that the survey response is received is called
the "thank you” note.

Survey open date: to specify the survey open date, select the day, month and
year when you want the survey to be automatically opened. Anyone trying to
respond to the survey before this date will get the message "This survey is
closed".
It is also possible to set the open date from the survey admin screen, after the
survey is created.
Survey close date: to specify the survey close date, select the day, month and
year when you want the survey to be automatically closed. Anyone trying to
respond to the survey after this date will get the message "This survey is closed".
It is also possible to set the close date from the survey admin screen, after the
survey is created.
Enforce cookie use: to make sure that respondents do not submit a survey
more than once, you can force them to set their browser to accept cookies.
However, there are several drawbacks by selecting this option:
1) It can cause problems during development and testing.
2) Not all older browsers support the use of cookies.
Allow multiple submissions: allows a respondent to submit more than one
answer to a single survey from the same computer. This includes users of a
shared computer.
Question numbering: display the sequence number for each question in the
survey. If there are conditions set (see later section) that cause ‘jumps’ from a
question to a later one, numbering may be undesirable, as the sequence will be
broken.
Progress-bar: display a progress bar, to inform the respondent how many
questions there are left to answer.
This option does not apply if your survey is only one page.

Buttons: input the text that will appear on the “next page” buttons at the bottom
of the first, intermediate and last survey pages.
Responsible: this is usually the name of the person who creates the survey, or
another person who is in charge. This information does not show up on the actual
survey, however, it can be viewed in the Survey Administration screen.
To complete the general information section, click the Create survey and start
adding questions button.

Adding questions
There is one screen per question, and everything on this screen specifies how one
single question will look and function.
Question text: this is the text that describes the question – if more explanation
is needed, you can use the Text below question area under Question options.

Input type (Question type)
It may be easier to think of “input type” as “question type”. The column on the
left – “input type” is where you select what type of question you want. The
column on the right – “options for input” is where you construct your question.

Initially only two types of question are displayed, Rating and Multiple choice clicking on the View advanced button will cause three more question types to be
added to the screen, Matrix, Drop-down and Numeric.
Text input: if you do not want any of the question types e.g. you just want a
comment from the user, select the Text input field check box in the Question
options area, setting the size of the text box (rows x columns) and specifying a
label for the box (optional). There is a Required check box if the input is
mandatory. (see under Question options)
NB you must also click the None of the above button under Input type.
Rating: if you want an opinion on a topic use this input type. You can choose the
number of levels and also the text for the minimum and maximum values.

The question will appear on the screen as below – note the extra line of text to
give extra help to the respondent (entered into the Text below question box).

Multiple Choice: if your question requires a selection from a list of alternatives,
use this input type.

the above will produce:

Use the Columns box to display the options in several columns rather than a list
Allow multiple selections – if the above question was “which countries do have
a president?” several options could be selected – a minimum number of selections
can be specified in the drop-down box.

The next three input options are only visible if you have clicked the View
advanced button:

Matrix: this is a combination of rating and multiple choice, the matrix is a type of
table with up to 9 columns (the rating - you input the text label for each column)
and up to 99 rows (the topics to be rated)

will result in the following on the survey form:

Note: there are three input modes available (see above – the radio buttons at the
bottom of the options area)
•
•
•

One per row – only one option per row can be selected (the default)
Cross section - only one selection allowed for the whole matrix
Any/all – any, all or none can be selected

Drop-down list: if you want the user to select from a list of many options, or
there are lists of options which may be common to more than one survey in your
group, then consider using a drop-down list.
Lists are created using the drop-down list tool from the main menu, and can be
shared with other surveys in the group. (see Creating Drop-down lists)
After creating a list, it can be selected from the complete list of drop-downs when
creating a question.

The result when the question is being answered on the form:

Numeric Input: if the input for the question is strictly numeric, then it is
recommended to use this option for these reasons:
•
•

Numbers can be validated (select either integer or decimal, and min/max
values). If anything other than a number is typed into this field, the
system will automatically tell the respondent about it.
More statistics can be computed with a numeric field.

The above question will force the respondent to input an integer value between 1
and 5 – otherwise the answer will not be accepted – see below……

Question options

Required Input: check this box if the question you are asking is mandatory –
i.e. the respondent must answer it.

Text input field: if you do not want any of the input types e.g. you just want a
comment from the user, select the Text input field area, setting the size of the
text box (rows x columns) and specifying a label for the box (optional). There is a
Required check box if the input is mandatory.

If the text input field is to be used for a stand-alone comment, remember to
check the None of the above option in the Input type section.

The Text label box allows a descriptive label to be placed above or next to the
text input field – to make it appear above the text input field, add the html tag
<br> to the end of the text label to force a newline.
Picture: (this option only appears if the View advanced option is being used)
This option is for displaying a picture with your question.

It is important that you specify the right location of the picture, or it will not be
displayed on the form, in Location of picture, type in the complete URL where
your picture is stored.
You can’t upload pictures directly to Surveyor. Pictures must be uploaded to your
School or Department web space. Their web address is the location of the picture.
In order to keep a nice layout of your question, you should not include a picture
that is wider than 400 pixels (height is less important).
Placement of picture: choose where you want the picture to be displayed
relative to the question text (left or right).
Text below question: is used to insert explanatory texts between each or some
of the questions, also as a concluding text after the last question.

Saving your question
When you have completed the fields for your question, click the next page
to start your next question – if the new question is very similar to the
button
last, select the Copy values to the next question option before you click the
next page button.

All the texts and selections will be copied to the next question, then all you need
to do is change what is needed and save the question.
If this was the last question, click the Finish survey button
Navigating through the questions:
When you have created a few questions you can navigate through them using the
buttons at the bottom of the page

You can move backwards and forwards using the

buttons

Jump to a particular question
You can move the current question to a different position in the order

You can insert a new question before the current question
You can delete the current question

You can finish the editing and go back to the survey admin system

Conditional branching
Conditional branching is used to filter out some questions based on the
response to other questions. This saves time for the respondent, and also
filters out unwanted questions that are not relevant. Conditional branching
only applies to surveys that have the "one question per page" option set. This
is necessary, because only one question can be answered at a time to make
the skip functionality work. Surveyor must know the answer to a question, and
evaluate it, before it can show the next question.
Add conditional branching: Conditional branching is set up by editing the
survey questions. We recommend that you set all your survey questions first,
and make sure all questions are added and written the way you want them.
This is because the conditions are set up to filter out questions following the
question you are adding a condition for. If there are no questions after
the current question, then you will not be able to filter out any questions. Here
is an overview of the steps to use this function:
1. Create survey
2. Add all questions
3. Open up questions, and start adding the conditions by clicking on the
"conditional branching" button at the bottom of the question-screen.

4. For each question, there is a condition-list, which will initially be empty.
Click on "new" to create a new condition for this question.

5. Test the survey, by responding a few times, to make sure it behaves
the way you expected.
The Branching condition: Each condition-screen is divided into 3 parts:
1. The condition name
2. The condition. Based on the question type (rating, multiple choice etc.),
the condition evaluates to true of false. If the respondent selects the
same values for this question, as defined in this condition, it will
trigger, and apply the filter. For some of the question types, there are
options on how to evaluate the input:
Multiple choice: options are "all", "one" and "none". "all" means that
the respondent must select at least all the options selected in this
condition. "one" means that the respondent must select at least one of
the options in the condition. "none" means that the condition will
trigger if the respondent selects none of the options selected in the
condition. (see below)
Matrix: The options are exactly the same as for Multiple choice. But be
careful: using the "all" option for matrix, you should not select more
than one option per row, because the respondent does not have the
option of selecting more than one.
Rating: The condition screen for this question type offers two options

for the filter: "one" and "none". These options mean the same as for
the respective condition options for multiple choice.
3. The filter. Depending on whether the above condition is true or false,
the questions selected in the filter are skipped for the respondent.

Advice: Surveyor lets the survey creator add several conditions per question.
Each condition is handled completely independent of each other. This means
that if several conditions are added, especially for a single question, it
may cause a condition to always trigger for this question no matter what the
respondent's input will be. Setting up the conditions require some thought,
and also some testing to see if the conditions behave as expected. Using
conditional branching is like "programming the survey", and requires
verification.

Survey admin tasks

1. Edit survey: enables you to edit the general information that you entered
when you created the survey.
2. Edit questions: enables you to edit any of the questions in the survey, add
new questions and delete unwanted questions.
3. Edit Page Setup: Use page setup to sort the questions of your survey. It is
useful for creating survey sections - to group questions related to each other. If
you want to have the survey introduction on the first page, and then the survey
to 2. If
input fields/questions on the second, then you set all page numbers
you want the survey to be a one-question-per-page survey, click on the downfor the first question, and all the questions will be made sequential for
arrow
you.

Key:
use the drop-down list to put the question on a particular page
increase the page number by one
decrease the page number by one
make the following pages sequential
set the following pages to the same as this page
Note: Make sure you check the page setup before you publish your survey,
because the page numbers may not always be as you intended, if you have
inserted questions in the middle of your survey, for example.

4. Set Open/Close dates: set the open and close date for the survey.
These dates are set when creating the survey, but it is often useful to be able to
change these dates at other times, for example if a survey is used again, after
the initial period was completed.

This function can also be used to temporarily close a survey, by setting the close
date before current date.

5. Email invitation lists: This feature is a extra to the basic functionality of
Surveyor – it is unavailable for use at the University of Wolverhampton. Please
note that this feature being unavailable does not impair the use of Surveyor, as
University of Wolverhampton staff can use their standard email clients to send
out email from their University email accounts to their own collated lists of email
recipients - the email message must include the web link for the correct Surveyor
survey/questionnaire (some mail clients will make a web address into a clickable
web link automatically).

6. Enable data entry: Surveyor normally prohibits respondents to submit more
than once. However, it may be necessary at times. For example, if some
respondents do not have access to a computer/network, the responses have to be
sent as a hard copy on paper. One single person can then perform the task of
entering the data into the system, and will need to respond to the survey more
than once.

7. Clone survey: Makes an identical copy of a survey, except for the survey
name. You are asked to enter the name of the new survey. By clicking on the
Clone survey button, the survey is cloned, and placed in the survey group of
your choice.

It may be useful to do this if you intend to use a survey again. Once responses
have come in, you can’t edit the survey.

8. Archive survey: When the number of surveys become rather large, or one of
your surveys is no longer used, it can be archived for later reference. It is simply
removed from the usual survey list, and into the Archived survey list. It will still
be located in the same survey group. Just select Archive survey and click on
OK.

9. Delete responses: this will delete all responses to the survey, which are not
recoverable.
You will be asked to confirm that you want to do this.
This option must be used if you want to use the Edit survey or Edit questions
functions.

10. Delete survey: will delete the survey, all questions and responses will be
lost.

Creating Drop-down Lists
Drop-down lists: are useful when you want the respondent to answer a
question by selecting from a large number of options.
If the options are few, you should consider using Multiple choice instead (up to
9 options).
A drop-down list is defined by its title (name) and its options.
Drop-down lists can be shared by all the surveys in a group
To create a drop-down list:
Select Surveys from the main menu, click on your group, select the Drop-down
lists link at the bottom of the page.

Select New from the drop-down list and click OK.

Type the name of the list in the Drop-down name: box.
Type the label (the text that will appear in the box before the drop-down arrow is
selected) in the Drop-down label: box.
Type in all the entries in the main text area – each option on one single line.
If you want to share the list with other surveys in the group, check the box.
If you want the items sorted alphabetically, check the box.
Click Save

Editing drop-down lists
Select Drop-down lists from the bottom of your list of surveys page
Select an existing drop-down list and click OK

Edit the name, label or any option in the list

Click Save

Deleting a drop-down list
Follow the steps above to select the list, and click the Delete button

Survey Reports
A report for the survey is automatically generated when a survey is created, you
may choose from several types of report to get the information that you want.

Summary report
Lists all the questions in the survey, and displays summary information for each
question (text input is not included – see Comments report).
The following information is displayed for each question type:Rating – a chart of the distribution of each selected value (including N/A), plus
an overall average.

Multiple choice – a chart of the distribution of each selected item/option, plus
an overall average.

Matrix – totals and percentages for each row and column and for every cell
containing responses

Numeric – the average for all submitted values

Drop-down lists – a list of the distribution of each selected value

Selective summary report
Enables you to change the options on some types of question in order to limit the
data used in the final report.
As an example, in question 2 below checking the first two boxes will cause the
report to ignore any responses that chose options 3 and 4

Restricting another question (3 below) to ignore responses of 1 or 5 to the
question will further limit the responses in the survey
N.B. Responses which do not come within the new limits of questions 2
and 3 will be ignored in the final report.

Compare the following results with those from the full summary report.
The number of responses has reduced from 8 to 5.

Comment report
Lists all the questions in the survey containing text input fields, displaying the
contents of the text field and including links back to the individual responses.

Single responses
For any survey, it is possible to view each response separately. Clicking the link
will display a list of all the responses, containing the

date and time the response was submitted, and a link to the individual’s
responses.

There is also an option to delete each of the responses.

Data Export
Use this function to export the raw data to a file that can be imported into a
package such as Microsoft Excel which can be used to extract statistical
information from the data.

Filling in the options as above (check “Include column headings” and “Include
texts enclosed by”) and clicking the Create report button will cause the raw data
to be displayed in your browser window.

The first line is the column headings, each response is on a separate line, text
items are enclosed in double quotes.
All the fields are separated by commas – make sure that there are no
commas in the text fields as these will create multiple fields.
If you have free text fields that might contain commas, you will need to specify a
different separator character.
To save this data for processing at a future time simply select it, copy it and
paste it into Wordpad, then save it in .csv format (comma separated file).
This file can be opened by Microsoft Excel.

Appendix - HTML Glossary
HTML (HyperText Markup Language) is a simple programming language used to
order the content of a web page. HTML provides the browser with a sequence of
instructions for building web pages.
In most cases the process is as simple as placing opening and closing 'tags'
around a piece of text. ‘Tags' are letters contained in angle brackets.
For example, the opening tag <b> tells the browser "everything after this tag is
bold”. The closing tag </b> says "this is the end of the bold text".
The only difference between opening and closing tags is the backslash.
1. Making text bold
<b>this text will be bold,</b> this text will be plain
2. Inserting a line break
Text on line 1 <br> text on line 2
3. The Paragraph tag
The <p> tag inserts a line break followed by a newline
4. Using Italics
<i> this text will be italicised,</i> this text will be plain
5. Underlining text
<u> this text will be underlined,</u> this text will be plain
6. Making an unordered list of items (with bullet points)
<ul>
<li>first item in list
<li>next item
<li>next item, etc
<li>final item
</ul>
7. Making a numbered list of items
<ol>
<li>first item in list
<li>second item in list
<li>third item in list
<li>final item in list
</ol>
8. Linking to an email address
Click <a href="mailto:joebloggs@wlv.ac.uk">here</a> to send an email to
Joe Bloggs.
9. Linking to a URL
Click <a href="http://www.yahoo.com">here</a> to go the yahoo site.
10. Making a 2 column table
<table border=0>
<tr><td>
First column content goes here.
</td><td>

Second column content goes here.
</td></tr>
</table>
11. Making a 3 column table
<table border=0>
<tr><td>
First column content goes here.
</td><td>
Second column content goes here.
</td><td>
Third column content goes here.
</td></tr>
</table>

